
The Patrol of True Friendship 
Jessica: I don't mind you being my best friend. I'll call you whatever I want.


Melissa: You don't have to call me all the names because I told you your hair was ugly.


Jessica: My hair may be ugly, but at least I wash it from time to time.


Melissa: Maybe you should wash your mouth once in a while too.


Jessica: Maybe I should give you a good slap on the mouth, so you can close it too.


Melissa; Well, maybe...


POTF: Okay, girls, it's gonna be okay! 


Jessica: Who are you?


Melissa: Where are you from? 


POTF: Agent 18. I'm with the POTF. 


Jessica: The POTF?


POTF: The "Patrol of True Friendship" We promote friends who are Pacific, Patient, 
Polite, Partners and who do not use their fists and who are free of Prejudice....


Melissa: Perfect! Splendid!


Jessica: What do you want from us?


POTF: We promote friends who are Pacific, Patient, Polite, Partner and who do not use 
their fists and who are free of Prejudice...


Jessica: I think you already said that POTF machine! 


Melissa: You're funny, Jess.


POTF: I don't think it's funny. You're not someone's friend when you say things that 
hurt.


Jessica: But what if it makes people laugh?


POTF: Making someone laugh from the outside can mean that they are crying from the 
inside. 


Jessica: Mel cries from the outside like a baby.
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Melissa: At least I don't suck my thumb!


POTF: ERR.... (sound of a beep)


Jessica: Wow! What is this?


POTF: It is my transmitter that detects anti-friendship comments. As soon as you start 
saying or doing things that are contrary to the promotion of friends who are Pacific, 
Patient, Polite, who are Partners and who do not use their fists and who are without 
Prejudice, my transmitter sends a signal to remind you.


Jessica: It's very stupide this...


POTF : (sound starts again)


Melissa: Of all the stupid things I've seen


(signal starts again)


POTF: I see that you need this project to help you.


Jessica: You're probably right. We're really going to be careful, aren't we, Melissa?


Melissa: Yes, you can count on us. We're going to try to get along and not say hurtful 
things to each other anymore.


Jessica: I think you can go know. It will be all right.
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